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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this study was to examine the current challenges of four persons with late 
visual impairments and to understand the situation of their current life appearance in Addis 
Ababa with particular reference to Addis Hiwot Center for persons with visual impairment. The 
result of the study was believed to be helpful for the four persons acquired late blind, after 18 
years in the study area. 

In order to achieve the objectives of this study, the researcher followed qualitative research 
approach with descriptive case study design the research participants consists of 4 late visually 
impaired persons ( 2 males and 2 females) in the Addis Hiwot Center, were purposefully selected 
to obtain the relevant data for the research questions. In-depth interview was carried out with 
the participants at the center. Besides focus group discussion was held among 6 people and their 
information was recorded. Personal documents of the late visual impaired persons were cross-
checked. The data collected through the above instruments were organized based on the thematic 
of the research questions of the study and finally analyzed case by case and cross case study. 

The result of the study revealed that there is various similarities of challenges between the life of 
the four late visually impaired persons in areas of social, emotional, economic and technological 
aspects following  they had acquired the incident. They were also experienced different life 
challenges in which they also differ in their cases. Gradually the case participants revealed that 
currently they lead a better life after they have had joined the center at Addis Hiwot where they 
have received proper intervention. They have currently good social interaction at their work 
place and felt positive reaction to them themselves and co-staffs. They adapted to the technology 
of computers and they function properly through the series of training they have received in the 
center. 

Finally, based on the findings, relevant conclusions and recommendations have been made. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

: -ording to the World Health Organization (WHO), over 40 million people in the world are 
• 

. nd and over 120 million people have significant low vision conditions that cannot be 

_urrected, cured or treated by conventional refraction, medicine or surgery. This number 

- expected to double by the year 2020 (World Health Organization, 2010). Figures for the 

~ .; 'eloping world, where approximately 90% of world blindness exists, and the developed world 

.r, expected (0 increase significantly during the next decades as the world's population ages. 

~his tclls us. that the burden of visual impairment is not distributed uniformly throughout the 

orld: the least developed regions carry the largest share. Visual impairment is also unequally 

~isrribiiled across age groups, being largely confined to adults SO years of age and older. A 

·tributiol1 imbalance is also found with regard to gender throughout the world: females have a 

."niJic:mlly higher risk of having visual impairment than males (Ibid). 

> ;0 the figure of the case of visually in1paired people, continents like Africa and Asia and 

rresponding countries in the continents are believed to constitute the bigger share. In this 

_ _ <i <l document from the World Health Organization report (2010) states that Ethiopia has 

• of the highest blindness prevalence rates in the world, with more than 1.2 million blind 

- e .md an estimated more 5 million people are suffering from visual impairment. Although 

• of blindness and visual impairment in the country is preventable, tens of thousands of 

__ mimle to lose their sight simply because they do not have access to the basic eye care 

f.::td ily availab le in the developed world. From this, it can be understood that sight loss 



 

is an incident which people encounter not only at their birth but also in their later life (Culp, 

1998). 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

From the above ideas, it can be understood that that vision loss may happen at any age starting 

from the age of birth to the dusk of one's life. However; here in the current study, I will focus on 

the challenges of vision loss among people who lost their sight in the middle of their life, 

especially those who lost their sight after the age of 18 years old. This is because [ have a firm 

belief that if one loses his/her sight after this age, they would be in a more trouble of coping with 

life as a whole as they have encountered something terrible which they haven't experienced it 

befOre. Individuals who have recently become visually impaired will often have somewhat 

differeilt emotional needs from those who have been visually impaired since early childhood 

(Hanye, 1998). 

In f:lct, a visually impaired adult or child can be trained, with the help of Vision 

EnhJnccment, Vision Rehabilitation and Assistive Technology and low vision aids to perform 

1~10S t d"ily tasks more confidently at home, ill school, 111 the 

playground, in the kitchen and at the work place, in a safe and independent manner, if only 

they were aware and co.uld easily access and afford such services (Lachenauer, 1999). However, 

this may no.t be the case for every country where economic and development status is low. Again, 

tile ~ituation is mare tempting for those who lost their sight after they have the full grasp of the 

world through their necked eyes which constructs the majority of learning and coping with the 

environment (Pearson, 1997). 
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We may know that many people around us whose vision was lost during their early child hood 

are competent enough to cope with their environment. However, I have a big doubt if people 

whose vision is lost after 18 years old can withstand and cope with challenges they face in a 

relatively short period of time with the right confidence as opposed to those people who lose 

their sight in their childhood period. To this end, I feel that there are many things we have not yet 

known ahout blind adults in our nation. 

These may include issues like: what kind of challenges they are facing? What programs and 

service.s are ~hey ).Ising, and are their needs being met? What are their daily lives like? Despite 

this fact, blind men and women are believed to have made important contributions to their 

society in every part of the world as teachers, lawyers, artists, and the like. In this regard, I have 

also a. big conviction that the case happens to be true here in Ethiopia too. Nevertheless, I feel 

very surprising how little research has been done to learn more about the lives of people who 

have l.ost their vision during the middle of their life in contemporary Ethiopian society. In fact, to 

my information, I have come across little or no nationally representative study which had ever 

been conducted until very recently. Even this study itself will only focus in Addis Ababa-Addis 

Hiwot Centre, the centre which triggered me to conduct this research. 

Moreover, my experience as a low vision individual at Addis Ababamakes it evident that the 

problel1( mentioned above about the challenges of late visual impairment in the specific 

context is felt to be reflected among other individuals who have a total vision impairment in the 

wider contexts where this study will be conducted. Therefore, with all the above insights from 

the various scholars and the researcher 's own experience about the challenges faced by people 

who lOst their sight after the mentioned age, the researcher found it extremely appealing to 



 

exntlline the situation in Addis Ababa City with specific reference to Addis Hiwot Centre. 

1.3 Research Questions 

Based 'on the above insights, the current study tries to answer the following basic researtch 

questions: 

1. What are the challenges faced by those people who lost their sight after 18 years old? 

2. Are these people aware of the issue oflate visual impairment? 

3. What kin.ds of services and/or support (if any) are given more emphasis to assist people 

who encountered late visual impairment? 

4. What does their self-concept in their current situation look like? 

S. Do these people have access to legislative information and materials in proper Medias 

concerning the rights of disabled people? 

6. What is the attitude of people around towards the late visually impaired people? 

1.4 Objectives of thc-Study 

It has been noted above that the incidence of sight losing is an indiscriminate instance that may 

occur at any age level. However, the aftermath may tend to be more threatening if the case 

happens when the individuals have gained full knowledge of their environment in their full 

sight. With this insight, this study mainly tries to examine the different challenges faced by 

individuals who have lost their sights after 18 years of age. In the meantime, the study will have 

the following objectives: 

1. Examining the challenges faced by those people who lost their sight after 18 years old. 



 

 

2. Identifying these peoplt:'s awareness on thc issue of late visual impairment. 

3. Exploring what kinds of scrvices and/or support (if any) are given morc emphasis to assist 

peoplc who encountered late visual impairment 

4. Examining their self-concept in their current situation. 

S. Checking out if these peoplc have access to legislative information and materials in 

proper Medias concerning the rights of disabled people. 

6. Examining the attitude of people around towards the late visually impaired people. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The result of this study regarding the challenges fa.:ed by people with late sighl lose is hoped to 

have the following significance. 

\. Planning better ways of assisting people with late visual impairment 

through providing them with the required services and/or support 

including training. 

2. Providing these people with appropriate infonnation about t\}e case in point. 

3. Infomling people about some causes of late visual impainnent. 

4. It may help visually impaired people to develop positive self-concept. 

5. It miy help policy makers to look iulu tilt: ~onditlon of lute visual impainnent. 

6. Togetht:r with these, the study may give an insight for other interested researchers in the area 

and hence, se.rves as a spring board for other similar studies. 



 

2. Identifying these people's awareness on the issue oflate visual impainnent. 

3. Exploring what kinds of services and/or support (if any) are given morc emphasis to assist 

people who encountered late visual impairment. 

4. Examining their self-concept in their current situation. 

5. Checking out if these people have access to legislative infonnation and malcrials in 

proper Medias concerning the rights of disabled people. 

G. Examining the attitude ofpcople around towards the late visually impaired people. 

1.5 Significancc of the St udy 

rhe result of this study regarding the challenges faced by people with late sight lose is hoped 10 

have the following significance. 

I. Planning better ways of assisting people with late visual impairment 

through providing them with the required services and/or suppon 

includ ing training. 

2. Providing these people with appropriate in fo nnation about the elise in point. 

J. lnfonning people about some causes of late visual impairment. 

4. It may help visually impaired people to develop positive self-concept. 

5. It may help policy makers to look into the condition of late visual impaimlcnt. 

6. Togeth~r with these, the study may give an insight for other interested researche,r5 in the area 

rind hence, serves as a spring board for other similar studies 



 

1.6. Limitations of the study sllmple 

The sample members have been limited by the following criteria: 1lley have to be of working age, 

and either have a job now, or have had a job after they became Visual impaired. There must have 

been an attempt at adjusunent to the envirOlUllcnt and the use of aids (technological or otherwise). 

111e sample members need to have been fully blind after 18 years or so and have arrempted 

{ldjuslment ro Ihe work environment for alleasl une year, before being, interviewed. 

1.7. Oefinition of Key Terms and Abbrev iations 

Late sight loss is any instance of losing eye sight by individuals during and/or after the age of 18 

years old. Loss of sight and visional impainnelll was used in equal sense throughout the study 

and both were used to refer people who have lost their sight after 18 years old. Moreover, for the 

sake of convenience both loss of sight and visual impainncnt refer to late sight loss or late vial 

impairment. 

Legal blindness is a level of vision loss that has been defined by law to determine eligibility for 

benefits. Accordingly, the term in this study was also used in the same sense and the case is taken 

as applied by in the center where this study will be conducted. 

I)coplc with Disa bilities (I)WDs): For the purpose of this study, PWDs is defined. as students 

having visual impainnents alternatively PWVDs. 

WHO= World Health Organization 
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PWVDs =People with Visual Disabilities 

Here for the sake of convenience, late impa irm ent, latc sight loss, and latc blindncsswcre 

used in similar sense Ihroughoul this study. 

VI=Visual hnpaimlent 



 

 

CH AI'TER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATUR E 

2.1 Definition 

The teml vision loss refers to individuals who are visually impaired and, thus, have trouble 

seeing, even when wearing glasses or contact lenses. Thcse visually impaired individuals have a 

visual acuity better than 20/200, and a visual field of better than 20 degrees. The term vision loss 

also refers 10 individuals who are legally blind 'or unable to see at all . Legal bl indness is a level 

of vision loss thai has been defined by law to determine eligibility for benefi ts. 11 refers to centrol 

visu31 acuity of 201200 or less in the better eye with the best possible correction, or a visual field 

of20 pcgrees or less (Bressler. 2004). 

2.2 Pr:oblems People Faced by Visually Impaired 

All people go through different developmental stages that have their own opportunities and 

obstacles. but people who have faced recent visually impairment encounters additional 

challenges while they progress through their different lives. They may face coordination 

difficulties, emotional stress, difficu lty learning in a traditional selling and organizational 

challenges--all coupled with additional attention and curiosity from their peers/colleagues. 

The disability and inertia that one onen sees in the VI originates in the physical and social barriers 

they experie.nee in society and specifically in the workplace. It is, however not primari ly the 

physica, condition. but the impact of society'S attitudes on the individual, that cI"Cme the greatest 

obstaC(l~ of aiL It docs nOt take long before these attitudes have impact, as the VI person lives in 
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this world of preconceived bias and prejudice, struggling to survive against it emotionally and 

financially every day. 

2.3. BARRIERS TO THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE 

2.3.1. PHYS1CAL BARRIERS 

There are various physical barriers or problems in the workplace for the VI. Many of the 

problems are relatively easy to deal with, both in the effort required and the money needed to 

rectify the problem. It would however appear that employers often just do not think of making 

the necessai'y adjustments. 

Coordination problem is one of the sound diffi culties visually impaired people are tempted. 

According to (Barton, 1989), physical balance and coordination can be a challenge for visually 

impaired . individuals, as they can't always see the objects around them--they rely instead on 

SOUl1(! and famili'ifity with their environment. 

2.3.2 Emotional Stress 

Visually jmpaired people face a serious emotional stress. Especially those people who lose their 

sight some noticeable years later are more susceptible to emotional stress. Barton (1989) notes 

I' J " 

that even in cases where the impairment comes on gradually or they've had a visual impairment 

since birth, visually impaired individuals will fee l stress in new or unfamiliar situations, 

particul~ly when they feel isolated from peers. Starting at a new experience can be particularly 
, 

stressful. Visually impaired individuals also may occasionally feel sad or frustrated. This is why 

the rese'archers wanted to focus on the challenges of late visual impairment. 



 

 

 

2.3.3 Learning Challenges 

According to the (Browell,1988), there are a few learning problems that visually impaired 

individuals may experience in any learning setting, and particularly in new learning 

environments. If educators use a board to draw out graphs, charts, or other examples, visually 

impaired people can't always see it or benefit from it. The same concept applies to physical 

exercises and group activities, which are very visual, Educators can help tcach visually impaired 

individuals by including specific verbal explanations and tangible objects that these people can 

louch and feel. In fact the problem is more serious for those people who lose Iheir sight some 

years after they have enjoyed the benefit of thei r full sight (Dobbs, 1988; Dodds, 1999:295). 

2.3.4. SOCIAL BARRI ERS 

Social barriers are generally speaking even bigger problems 10 the VI than physical barriers. 

Other people reu<.:\ negatively towards VI people due to stereotypes of them and their abilities, 

prejudice and negative reactions to what they perceive to be their mood and capabil ity. 

Disabled people Illay feel negative and depressed nbout their situation. Social factors, such as 

other people's misguided attitudes, lack of knowledge about blindness and inappropriate 

responses may be the cause of much of their anxiety. VI people are actually able- bodied people, 

cupable of performing a multitude of tasks, and func tioni ng very well within the workplace 

environment. And yet they are regarded as unmotivated and poorly adjusted, due to the passivity 

and hopelessness that they often display. Ironically these types of behavior are usually a result of 

how others react to the visually impaired. 



 

2.3.5. I'rcjudict& Stereotypes 

According to Pierce. there are many prejudices and obstacles that make it difficult for VI people 

to demonstrate their qualifications and skills (Dobbs, 1999: 96). She furthennorc lists pity. 

ignorance and misinfmmation as the reasons for joblessness among the VI. The definition of 

Visual Impairment generally accepted by society is also a barrier to employment. People lire seen 

as helpless and handicapped if their vision is impaired. Most legally blind people are not 

functionally blind though, and partially sighted people - although often encouraged to accept a 

funct ionally blind life~sty !e have enough residual vision to read, write & move independently 

(Genensky et al. 1979: I). It is thus unfortunate that the VI is labeled in a way that causes others 

to stereotype them. Many people with impaircd vision lack confidence in their abilities. This is 

won;ened by prejudice as the way people act towards a VI individual has an impact on how [hey 

sec themselves. If the VI is told thcy are incapable often enough, eventually thcy believe wha! 

they are told, and eventually they cannot do the tasks necessary to survive in the work 

environment (RNIB, 1992: I). 

Ignorance of both the needs and abilitiel> of VI people lend to a lack of understanding by sighted 

people. And this lack of understanding only leads to a deepening of the belief in thcir inability to 

be sll~eessfu l, for both the VI individual and the man in the street . 

Few VI people do not have a memory of some event where they were treated as helpless and 

pitied by some uninformed stranger. According to Rowland (1985: 4) there is a narrow 

perspective of VI people, liS they are seen behaving uniformly alld have their requirements 

satisfied in very specific ways. People draw a number of conclusions from this: a VI person leads 

a life without variety; the aids they make use of are ' special' in nature; their lives are drav.'Il out in 

a struggle to achieve modes t goals. 
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The question is whether these impn:ssions are true, or just an expression of those placed in 

authority over the VI. It should be noted that these ideas do not take into account new 

developments such as training courses. new occupations and the electronic revolution, which has 

enhanced VI people's skills. Stereotypes have two main charncteristics, namely persistence (i.e. 

their continuution across generutions) and rigidity (i .c. a lack of flexibility in the application of an 

idea). The danger of stereotypes lies in the assumptions, which are so easily made about a group 

based on their membership. The VI are, for example, seen in a negative light, and the cumulative 

effect of bu ilding a negative image about the VI, shapes the attitw..les of those who work with the 

VI. as they arc continually being subjected to this kind ofinfomlstion Swain (1993: 34). 

The VI person is frequently seen as a sighted person who has merely been deprived of sight. and a 

direct compari son is thus made bctween sighted and non-sighted people. Sciencc then readily 

characterizes VI people as inferior, as science fails to distinguish between blindnt:ss, between the 

lack of sight and the lack of opportunity (Rowland, 1985: 9). It is a short step then to seeing VI 

people as being unable to work or as only capable of performing certain kinds of tasks. The onus, 

according to Swain (1993: 45) is placed on the disabled or VI to eope in a non- disabled society 

and to cope with their limitations in a way not expected of the able· bodied. 

2.3.6 Work Attitudes 

What do people's actions and attitudes in the workplace depend on? The biggt:st hurdle the VI 

face in the able-bodied world is other people's attitudes. Wolffe (1998 : ll-12) says that how 

others aCt depends on whether the VI person has the following skills: 



 

 

• Work experience 

Experience validates abili ty for the VI. Either paid or volunteer work is an important step to 

promotc the VI person's career, as references can be obtained from people who have seen them in 

action. Prospective employers will then be able to discover the potential VI employee's worth. 

• Achievements 

A VI person has credibility whcn he/she hus evidence of having accomplished tasks in the past. 

• Dependabili ty 

A pergon is seen as dependable when they are willing to work until a tagk is complete. Employers 

cxpect all workers to be at work at all times (during working hours), to be on time, not to miss too 

much w~rk for personal reasons and to be willing to stay after regular working hours now and 

again if necessary. Workers with VI should understand that employers see thcm in the light of 
, 

their dependability. 

• Flexi b'ility 

Today's job environment is constantly changing. Workers must be able and willing to adj ust and 

try new 1things. VI pcople should acquire as many skills as possible, as vcrsatile employees arc 

. 
more attractive to employers. 

2.3.7. PERSONALITY 

Cutsfonh (Zahl, 1950: 175) bclieveg a VI pcrson has both a personality and a social problem. The 

social environment, a world unaccustomed to Visuallmpainnent, affects the person's personality 

as he/she attempts to live in this world. VJ at a later age may eause a rearranging of attitude 

towards oneself and of one's social reaction patterns. This leads to a change in personality, which 

in tur'n oRen leads to an added social barrier, as the VI struggles with thc attitudes of other.;, and 

those that are self-inflicted. Both atti tude problems separate hint/her from society, and often result 



 

 

in a feeling of so"ial inadequacy. 

2.3.8. DIVERSITY 

Society needs to recognize that separate facilities are inherently unequal, and that even an open 

door to an institution full of both attitudes related and culture related barriers does not guarantee 

equal opportunity (Crewe & Zola, 1983: 358). Furthermore equal treatment does not necessarily 

mean equal opportunity. This is because VI people may need special adjustments to their 

environment and people's attitudes. People with disabilities are as diverse as the human race, and 

are united merely by a functioning impairment and common social disenfranchisement. (Crewe et 

ai, 1983: 360). It 'would be ludicrous to treat all VI people in the same manner as they come from 

different backgrounds and cultures, have different interests and abilities. Freedom, according to 

Macleish (Crewe et al , 1983: 357) is the right to choose and create choices for oneself. The VI 

.. ' 
should have same right to pursue careers that interest them as the rest of the workforce, who are 

. 
also so different from each other in other ways. 

When bne asks why disabled people are not given the opportunity to choose, the answer may be 

that iliJ ~al ues' of society in general are threatened. Society is accustomed to discriminating and 

still thinks it is justifiabre to judge a person based on what he or she can do. 

People should however experience equality in treatment, regardless of their capabilities or 

limitations. An individual should have a choice as far as his Iher career and workplace is 

concerried; a~d a willingness to accept the responsibilities connected to the consequences of their 

, . 
choice. Crewe ef al (1983: 361) remind one that that which "we do to tl1e disabled today, we will 

have aone to ourselves tomorrow." 



 

 

2.4 ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

When one examines workplace approaches to differences, one needs to ask if a business case can 

be made for employing VI people. In other words is it n financially viable thing for a business to 

do? One also has to ask if a reason can be found to retain and value the skills and contributions 

VI people make to an organization. If VI workers are valued, perhaps an environment can be 

created which enables VI people to fulfill their potential. The environment can play an enabling or 

an obstructive role. Individuals can experience a different severity of disablement in different 

environments. It all depends on the barriers people knowingly or unknowingly put between the VI 

individual and hislhcr ultimate success. 

2.SREMOVAL OF BARRlERS 

If all disabled workers are to realize their potential. their environment should be welcoming and 

acec;sible to ~ll individuals with visual impairments. According to Woodhams (2000: 413) 

organizations advocating a total barrier removal approach to disability would have \0 examine 

their communications, premises, location, and job and work station design. Barrier removal for VI 

, 
people would require a great deal of organizational disruption, specialist advice, training and 

money. The consequences may not be useful for all, as that which enables one disabled person 

may dis .-enable another. Thus barriers, specific to VI people would have to be addressed, and 

these may not benefit those with other impairments. 

2.6.TECHNOLOG ICALANO OTHER AIDS 

Technology has drastically changed the workplace, and has made it easier for the VI to obtain 

employinell\ and perform more cOcctively at work. The significance or new technologies for VI 

peoplc is increasingl y gaining recognition. About 90010 orthe VI uses computers at work. And it 

can be s~id that computers are more important for VI people than for anyone else (Dobbs, 1999: 



 

 

96). Wilh propl::r training and adaptive technologies, such as voice synthesizers, Braille 

embossers, or pocket-sized Braille notepads, VI people can work in many different 

environments. 

Despite this, some view technological Aids as a mixed blessing, because it leads people to think 

that the. disabled person no longer needs assistance. Changes in technology can also be 

particularly difficult for blind people. When companies upgrade their technology, VI workers 

must also find compatible upgrades for their adaptive equipment. This means they regularly 

nced to Jearn twice as much when new computer programs are introduced. So, although VI 

challenges, people constantly face new they also have a constant set of new opportunities arising 

from technological change. 

Inleresiingl~ enough. according to Lachenauer (1999: 34), when professional~ have an 

application for an innovation (for example a computer program that takes and reads back 

-
dictation) it has an added payoff for VI workers. The VI employee becomes a more acccpted 

part of the workforce, as they are not considered different, when they profit from the same 

advancements as able-bodied people. 

Computers, and the assistive technology that comes with them, are vital for the VI. Although 

technological and ergonomic aids arc not the only answer to solving VI workers problems, they 

make a tremendous difference to their access to information, and their ability to function 

nonnal!y in the workplace. Each individual's specific needs must be taken into account when 

choosing the appropriate technologies, software and envirOJUllenlal setting. The VI person 's 

input should be used al all stages of the process of design, both of computer related technology 

and of ergonomic environment. When adequate thought is put into the work setting, and appropriate 

adaptive IcclUlOlogy is made available to the VI worker, helshe will have access to the 



 

 

 

infonnation and tools to be successful in the workplace. 

Other positive aspects which technology offers arc more employment options; a widcr range of 

tasks the VI employee can pcrform ; the possibility or flexible working arrangements and 

enhanced quality of working life (Swain, 1993: 241-242). Training also boosts confidence and 

creates a ripple effect, in that when employers see a VI worker prove hislher abilities - they are 

more willing to give another VI applicant a chance (Dodds, 1999: 100-10t). 

2.7. ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY (AT) 

AT is a device that allows individuals with disabilities to perfom1 independently. Advances in 

adaptive computer technology give VI pcople an opportunity to access inrormation and to 

partici pate at the workplace (Lazzaro, 1994: 1066). Personal computers (PC's) represent freedom 

and independence to the VI person, a.<; they can be adapted for a wide range of visual problems. 

The PC ' is now the foundation on which most adaptive technology is built, as AT can easily 

interface with a standard PC. The thrust of these teclulOlogies is to change the keyboard or 

monitor, so that the user can read or input infonnation in the format they need. 

Most udaptive technologies work with the MS -Dos, Macintosh, and Windows operati ng 

cnvirorullents. One to fom megabytes of RAM, with a fcw expansion slots and a number of 

serial and parallel ports arc needed (Lazarro, 1993: 59). There are countless examples of 

technologies that help visually impaired users, including: There are also a number of aids thaI 

make il easier to work at home. The workspace e, which should be situated in the main living 

space, should be designed and adj usted to meet the workers specific needs. For example the 

home office is most accessible when it is locuted in the main living space. The desk needs to be 

the right heigh\. Ann reach should be considered, and the placing of the telephone and other 

necessary items should be carefully considered (Syarto, 1998: 48- 9). Assi$tive Technology is 

., . 



 

 

vital in this environment and must be chosen to meet the users' specific needs. 

2.8 Some Causes of Late Blindness 

There are many possible defects or diseases of the visual system, but, fortunately, many of them 

appear aner thc first few years of life. There arc still many malfornlations. defects, diseases, 

infections. and disorders that can affect the visual system among tcenagers. The following 

selected terms include only u few of tbe many visual disorders found in young people (Culp, 

1998), 

According to Nobile (1997) and Pearson (1997) visual impairment can be either congenital or 

acquired. Many of the types of vision loss occur primarily in the elderly, so 4- H lenders and 

extension educators may not have exposure to these types. Types of vision loss that one most 

likely will not be exposed to in the 4-H scuing are diabetic retinopathy. glaucoma., cataracts, and 

macular degcnemtion. 

Patricia (2005:pp.I-2) notes that the following are some types of visual impairments that leaders 

and educators may encounter: 

L Rubella- Vision impairment along with other disabilities cun be acquired if a mother 

contracts rubella during her first trimester of pregnancy. However. rubella is not common in 

the Unil~d States because ofwidcspread vaccinat ion. 

2. Accid~nts-Accidenls are a major cause of visual impaimlcms in children. These can result 

fro:n punctures, mptmes, or bums. 

3. Dctached Rctina-this condition is present whcn a retina detaches, and a hole is !Om in thc 

outer wall. This decreases blood now to the eye and creates blind spol~. It is most often 

, ' 

associated with some sort of trauma such as a car accident. 

4. RJt in·opathy of Prematurity-this occurs in premature newborns when they are exposed to 

'. 



 

100 percent oxygen for long periods of time. 

5. Trachom~l-thi s is a major cause of blindness worldwide. It is caused by nies that spread 

microorganisms that, when they enter the eyes, cause intection und subsequent scaring on it 

cornea or eyelid. Due to improvements in sanitation, trachoma is not prevalent in the United 

States. 

6. Retinitis Pigmentosa- this is an inherited disease that can lead to blindness in adolescence or 

early adulthood. It can creme night blindness, IUJmel vision, and loss of central vision. 



 

CHAPTER THREE 

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

3.2. The Research Design 

Since the primary objective of the study was exploring the challenges late visually impaired 

people face, a descriptive research approach was used. Hence, the type of the research design 

employed was qualitative approach. Descriptive study that applies qualitative interviews and 

discussions for data triangulation and augmentation was carried out. One purpose is to explore 

and describe a specific population. The information obtained must provide more insight into the 

behavior or attitudes of the population. Such a survey is hoped to produce estimates of all kinds 

of pOPlllatiqn characteri stics (Miller and Brewer, 2003).This is because the study tried to 

investigate the experience of those late Visually Impaired individuals and their adaptation 

techniql;es to their workplaces from within their own environments. 

3.3The Subjects of the Study 

The subjects of the study were four persons with visual impairment who lost their sight after the 

age of J 8. These people are taking trainings at Addis Hiwot Centre in Addis Ababa. 

, , 
3.4Samplin·g Techniques 

Since the study took place at Addis Ababa City at a specific center, Addis Hiwot Centre which 

. . . 
trains people with late visual impairment. Four persons with late visual impaim1ent were 

I' . 
purposely chosen were included in the study using purposive sampling technique. This is 

becausk the res'earcher believes that these people could provide the real information just based on 

their pfactical li fe and experience. 
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3.5 Sources of Datil 

In the process of Ihis study. both primary and secondary data were employcd. Primary data was 

obtained from late blind individuals at Addis T-liwol center. An analysis of secondary data such 

as relevant documents prepared by the center and related documents from similar sources 

wasundcrtaken. Furthennore, documents, reports, publications, of d ifferent studies, etc. was 

taken into consideration. It was hoped that through the analysis of such documents, gaps and 

challenges will be highl ighted to provide an evidence base for improved and stnmgthencd 

policy·making including programm ing in the areas of assuring qualily. 

3.6 Inst rum ents 

, 
Tn order to gather the required data, the following data collection instruments were independently 

employed: 

The instruments used in this study were in-depth interview, focus gl"Oup discussion and document 

analysis. An in depth interview was carried out with the late visually impaired individuals in the 

center. 

, . 
3.6.1 In·dcpth lnterview 

As om!' of the major data gathering tool. in·depth intcrview was employed by this study. This tool 

, 
is bel ieved 10 be used among selected group of people who nre seen as likely to provide needed 

information, ideas and insights on a certain topics due to the cxpeltise they hold in that topic 

(Miller and Brewer, 2003).Hence, this research made use of in-depth intervicws to gather 

infonnatiOIl from individuals who have experience of lale vision loss. TIle interviews were 

unstructured one~ and will not follow a standardized interview guide which is hoped to give the 

interviewees scope to expand their responses. A total of four interviewees were selt:cted to be 

interviewed. Three research assistants participated in the process of interviewing these 
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informants. The interviews were presented in the form of 'lise studies, where an interpretive 

narrative derived from the data to be obtained in the interviews, were given. TIle case studies were 

then analyzed to determine the abovc mentioned similarities in the experiences of VI people 

adapting to the work environment. 

Funhennore, in-depth interview research method has advantages which are seen suitable for this 

study. Interviews provide an excellent way of gaining factual information such as details on 

different issue~ (Miller and Brewer, 2003).Thi~ proved useful for Ihis study as most of the 

infonnation was obtained from representative samples. In-depth interview also allows the 

inteJ~iewee to speak freely and extensively about the knowledge they have on a eenain topic 

(Miller and nrewer, 2003).AlI interviews were conducted in the local language and will be 

audio-taped. Then, the interviews were transcribed word for word and transcripts were then 

translated from the local language into English. 

3.6.2 Focus Grou p Discussion 

As IInother tool of gathering the required data, focus group discussions were held with the 

selected individuals. It was held with selected persons with visual impairment from the center 

was carefully recorded with audio tape recorder and short notes were taken during th~ focus 

group discussion. Here the researcher's assistant was oriented 10 be keen in carefully recording 

the issue raised by the discussants. Funhermore, to kecp the discussion engaging, themes were 

raised as points of discussion. Two foclIs groups were made for the focus group discussion. Each 

focus group discussion comprised G participants. A researcher can gather six to twelve people in 

a room for discussion (Neuman, 1994).This tool was believed to be effectively used with other 

tools its 'il gives flexibliity to the rcscarcheTs. Focus groups can be used both as a self-contained 

method and a technique which may be used in conjunction with others. Flexibility therefore is 
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one of the greatest benefits of this approach (Miller and Brewer, 2003). 

Here, one group of discussants, each with 6 participants was formed for the group discussions. 

The recorhmended number of people per group is usually six to ten although it can work with a 

few more or less either way (Miller and Brewer, 2003). It is common to have only one focus 

groull meeting with a particular group of people. The researcher, however, may on occasion 

deem it necessary to have more than one meeting with a particular group and therefore delve that 

much deeper into the subject with that group (Miller and Brewer, 2003). As the participants are 

all with vision impairment, they are believed to deliver the required information during the group 

discus~·ibn.· While focus group participants do not have to be considered experts' on the subject 

, 
matter, it is necessary that they have a specific experience or opinion about the issue under 

discussi~m . Here to avo id any sort of confusion about the purpose of the discussion and the time 

, .,' 
the discussion could take was explained to the participants. In the process of the discussion, 

, ,. 
some form of icebreaker was presented to the participants to make them feel at ease . 

. , 
3.7 Pnicedure of Data Collection 

Data 'were collected through interviews to discover if the interviewees have faced challenges due 

to VislJaI Impairment. The focus was also to investigate what kinds of challenges they face. An 

, ." 
interview plan/schedule was drawn up, to help keep the interviews consistent and similar, and to 

ensure all major issues are covered during the interviews. Data was qualitatively analyzed for 

trends, described and compared. 

3.7.1 i~terview Schedule 

In order to ensure that the four interviewees were undertaken in the same maImer, focusing on 

the sam~ issues, an' interview schedule was used. The interview schedule was developed by the 

researchei", based on the aims of the research and the information obtained from the literature. 
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3.7.2. Administering of Interview Schedule 

The four par1icipants were interviewed by using the interview schedule as a guide. The 

researcher made notes of the participants' answers and comments. When the par1icipants' 

comments strnycd far from aims of the study, the researcher used the schedule to return 10 the 

topics that had been decided before setting up the interview schedule. Each interview took about 

30 minutes to complete. The interviews were recorded using tape recorder to capture the details, 

and notes were made. 



 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1. INTROIl UCTlON 

This chapter presents the datgathered through interview, observation and focus group discussion . 

These tools were used because it was hoped that the result obtained wou ld be vulid. The findings 

orlhe data collected using 'he above instruments arc organized into four major sections. The first 

section presents the results for the case study of the first individual; the second section fo r the 

second; the third for the third and the last one for the fourth participant. In all cases the 

discussion is s up plemen ted by the re view of relat ed lite rature. Ftlrthermore, each 

case study results have been backed up by the results f ro m other data collection 
, . 

instruments such as the focus group discuss ions and others t:mployed by the 

s tudy" All tht: results obtained by the aforementioned tools were analyzed qualitatively. 

4.1.1. Id'entificatioll of issues in the lives of pllrticipanls with late visual impainnent 

Those issues, with which almost all participants agree with on, arc identi fied as possible issues in 

the majority of late visually impaired people's lives. Other issues that came to light during the 

interviews, from the answers of persons with late visually impainncnl were also identified as 

possible topics of interest to the persons with late visually impaimlent. 

4. 1.2. CASE STUDIES 

The interviews are presented in the form of cuse studies, where an interpretive narrative derived 

from the data obtained in the interviews, is given. The case studies were then be analyzed to 

dctenninc the above mentioned similarities in tht: experiences of persons with late visual 

impairrneilt adapting to the work envirOlllmmt. 
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Before the analysis of the data obtained from the subjects, the following assumptions were made: 

.:. Recent visual impairment is more challenging 

.:. The persons with visual impaimlcm adapt to thc work environment. 

.:. Thc persons with visual impairment must make cenain adaptations to cope up at 

work undcr their new circumstances . 

• :. Adaptive technology and equipment, training and suppon are necessary and helpful 

10 the persons with visual impaimlent in thc workplace . 

• :. Somc particip,mts with visual impairmcnt are doing jobs they want to do, and others 

are not. 

.:. Some persons with visual impairment feel nonnal and have always fee l !lonnal; 

others need physical and social barriers removed, to feel nonnal; and yet others 

would feel normal if they could have those things they took for gmnted before, back . 

• :. The posi tive reaction of colleagues, clients and managers depends on two things: 

their knowledge of the persons with visual impairment and the persons y,.jth late 

visually impairment attitude to life and his/her impaimlcll! . 

• :. Most people with visual lmpaimlcnt need and can find some form of meaningful 

activity in their lives. 

4.2. CASE STUDY I(C I) 

He is a 26-ycaf -old man who became visually impaired due to a disease that burst in his head. 

As a result of high blood pressure, five years ago. In his own words he said, " ... for the last four 

years, my vision has rapidly bet:n declining .. ".He has been working for three ycars in his 

present positi on. Hc has started to struggle considerably morc, during thc past three years, as a 

result of his dcteriomting eyesight. 
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He experienced a great deal of frustration during this period, and found the newly emerged loss 

of sight difficult to live with. He has become more aggressive. He often feels hopelessness and 

isolated. Simple tasks like, buying groceries have become difficult and he ends up feeling like he 

I 
has lost control of his life. He said that he often has to pretend what he is doing is all right even 

. 
when it is not, and uses humor as a defense to hide behind. 

I 
The problems and emotions he experienced have only been getting worse over the last two to three 

years. He cmmot play with his friends with sighted anymore. His lifestyle has been affected. 

He feels more relaxed when he is with persons with visual impairment, but feels uneasy with 

sighted peopi~, as lie feels self-conscious when he is with them. 

Techn~logy has helped at work and assists in making him feel more wOlihwhile, as it gives him 

. . . 
independence. He has however, lost some independence, as he cannot walk around with ease 

anym~r~, but did not use a cane, as his pride does not allow him to. He lost a good deal of 

motiv~iion regm'ding his work because he has achieved no increment at work. 

All of"these restrictions and difficulties perceived and real, have led to his suffering from 

l 

depression. Even his religion is now in doubt. He feels like he is losing control of his life, and for 

: . . 
over the last four years, has not felt like he has gained any control over any aspect of his life. 

The oilly" meaningful 'activity he feels he has in his life includes the opportunity to play some 

mobile games, and participate in some private activities. He uses the JAWS software, with a 

speech syrithesizer that tells him the numbers he is looking for in his mobile and computer. 

Others no longer think he needs help, and this makes him feel good. It is the most significant that 

he has increased independence. He feels he has more control over his work environment, as he 

now kno;;";; where the phone calls come from. He feels more professional and has more self-
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respect. 

He s,ays that ~echnology (i.e. computers) increases his perfonnance in job and study 

opportunities. In his company he has however, come up to a good position within the 

organization, due to management's view of his incapability to do a job he truly believes he can do. 

He is not segregated from others at work, but he feels he cannot move around the building. \\Then he 

wants to go out fat from the center for his personal cases, he finds it difficult to move outside. 

He moved his desk into a corner, because he wanted to be away from others, due to anger at the 

situation he finds himself at work. His co-workers ask others for help, not him. They side step 

him sci they don't have to talk to him. He thinks they see him as incapable. He hides behind 

humo~ 's6 th'at he c~~ be seen as a person. 

He feeJs"th~i th~ peopl~ are ignorant, and therefore won't give him a chance to prove himself. 

.. 
They don 't realize he has useful ideas, because his impairment makes them think he can't think. 

He says management in the center does not acknowledge the problem. He feels he hasto work 

harder than others to prove him. Others respond to him inappropriately in that they talk to him as 

ifhe is incapable. This; he says, is due to ignorance of his abilities. 

His co-workers see him as urunotivated, since he no longer tries as hard as he used to. They do 

however Ihink he has adjusted well to his job, since he can do it well and without any difficulty. 

He feels like he is expected to cope up with sighted people's rules. He has to get to their level. His 
, .' ,'. 

company does not integrate his non- work related problems with his work related problems. He, 

fo;' exilmple ~ must org~ize his own transport, which can be a difficult issue at times. 

Previously he was not very aware of the laws regarding people with special needs. He was scared 

of l osi~ijob and will therefore not fight about any issues either. Tllis was because the management 

lacked ~~wledge and understanding, and his lack of skills due to lack of training on the rights of 
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people with special needs. 

Currently, he feels the management and co· workers have supported him adequately. and he has 

been tmined suffieielllly to overcome some ch<lllenges he faced d\IC to his impairmcnt. The 

JA WS program helps him to do his job properly. In this regard, he appreciates the service he 

obtained from the center. 

The most serious problem he encounters is a lack of communication with management I1S he 

feels they don't have time to speak to him. They furthcrmore don't inform him of change. The 

authority to speak with/negotiate with department managers could rectifY this, but he feels he 

does not have this authority. 

He does not think his vision is important in the kind of job he uoes. When hi s co-workers write 

messages, he types on his computer. Furthermore the software on his compute,r enables him to 

know exactly wh<lt is going on. He says he used to experience job sati sf<lction. but now he does 

not a<; he feels so de· motivated. 

lie says work was not so hard to adapt to, but he is not moti vatcd to adapt anymore. 

Emotionally, he said he had to get used 10 the idea thai others were looking al him all the time. 

lit: JeIt like he was being discriminated against. 

lie is not doing the work/job he would li ke to do. When he was younger he had an ambition to be 

medical professional. However he is success.ful as tmining coordinator I facil itator. 

He also says he feels nomlal, he fee ls like a human being. But sometimes he fee ls frustrated, as 

he can' t always do all the things others can do. 

He says he would also feel a lot better about life, if the organization he works for would give him 

more a chance. He thinks his employer should make more or an CffOl1 to accommodate his 

promotion wi th the organization. 
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He thilli<s the persons with visual impairment can adapt in the workplace once they settle in and 

get comfortable. He says he would feel more normal and happier like he used to if the barriers at 

the work place are removed. 

i 
4.3. CASE STUDY 2(C2) 

The second participant is a 32-year -old man who was born in Oromia region Hararge zone. 

CUlTently he is living in Addis. He lost his sight at27 due to a Brain Tumor. The Brain Tumor was 

not diagnosed in time, and grew exponentially against the optic nerve, until he loses his sight. At 

first he lost sight for 10 seconds at a time. Soon he was not able to see anymore. The Brain TlUl10r 

causea 'him to start b~c~ming psychotic as well. It was a very traumatic experience. He had an 

operation to i'emove the tmnor in 200S .When he woke up, although he had completely and 

permanently lost I~is sight, he felt peaceful. 

Since' th~n , he h~s had no time to feel sorry for him as he set about building his new life 

imme'diaiely. He u~derwent rehabilitation and counseling through the center for the blind at Addis 

t'" , 1 

Ababa. 

The n\o~t 'difficult tin1e was the S days after the operation when he was inactive. He says he started 

to listen to tapes -'- from Tape Aids for the Blind - to try to understand what he was going through. 

,1 • 

He asked a Psychologist to help him with coping lip life skills. He says he is not angry about what 

. ('. 

has happened to him. He is optimist for life and emotionally stronger and more motivated than he 

, I'} 

used to be. 

He had:'b~en working not only as a welding professional at a bui lding construction site, but also as a 

profess\o~al ' carVenter. Currently, he is usually busy with his current jobs. He took an assertive .. 
stance' and an independent course for the blind at his own self initiation. 
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According to C2~ he felt stronger and more confident. He positively says great things have 

happened to him. His effort has given him a large degree of independence, as he is active social 

. 
participation. Computer training he has gained from Addis Hiwot center has also been of enormous 

assistance to him. ; 

He says he accommodated himself to his new restrictions speedily, and has never felt anything but 

normal. In fact he has not felt like he has lost control of his life any more. 

He believes his life is full of meaningful activities. However, he had to start from scratch to learn to 

walk, eat and listen, and this took time. His focus was to lead ' the most notmal' life he could. But he 

" ' r ~ 

could'nbfacliieve easily. 

He uses various kinds of specialized equipment. He has a cane to walk, digital recorder, and talking 

watch. Computers are' 'also of great use. He has access to e-mail and the Internet. He uses JA WS 

sottw'a;e, which reads what is on the screen to him. He can also scan documents on computer, and 

" . 
JA WS reads them to him. He had some of these technological aids from friends around and from 

-
the center, which were a great help as they are relatively expensive and inaccessible. 

He says that although he does not like people to help him unless he asks them to, people do meddle, 

thinkin~ th~y can he·lp. He however feels that he would rather ask fo r help when he needs it. He is 

not asIiarned to ask but he just wants to see if he cannot do it himself first. 

.. " ' / 

C2 says he has experienced technology to be an exceedingly positive thing in his life. It has 

increased his ability to communicate, to read and write, to study and to record words. It has given . 
him 'iridependence ~nd dignity. Technology has increased his employment options. He can 

p'erfor~ ~ wider range of tasks. He agrees that technology has improved the quality of his life, at 

. . 
home and at work and anywhere else. 

~. 
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The negative things he has found about technology are that it can be cumbersome, expensive, not 
I ' 

always accessible, and not advertised sufficiently, so that persons with visual impairment and 

their employers often don't know the technology is available. He only has access to a computer 

at work, but is fortunately not segregated from the other employees. 

He felt, unnecessary to adjust his working environment in any way. His employers have been 

good to him, but have made no adjustments on his behalf, as he did not want to be treated 

differently to his colleagues. 

He says at first his colleagues wanted to help him, but soon saw it wasn't necessary. His co

w;rkets \~ve : a positive attitude towards his impairment and do not express pity or 

embarrasc~ rrient: alihough they do display a lack of knowledge about the problems involved. His 

co- wb;'k9rs' see him as 'well adjusted and he does not feel he has to work harder to prove himself 

than othJ~s dO. ' 

So~~ jie6pl'e do act' inappropriately towards him. Some people shout as if he can 't hear. He says 

'. 
that, as soon as one explains the situation to people, they get over it. He says, how one acts, 

"j , 1 ..' 

depends on how one feels about oneself. His own attitude is the key to how others act towards 

1 I ': 

him. , ' 

He d6~s not think sighted people should accommodate him and believes it is his responsibility to 
I 

adjust 'hi ~ impairment and his environment. His employer tries to offer him assistance, but he 

rriainia;~; that he does not need more help than others. 
, 

He is"aware of the country's legislation regarding persons with disability. He does not think there 

are eq~~l ' opportunities for people with disability. Persons Witll visual impairment are at a 

disad{"imtage in the workplace because there are many things they cannot do and fuey therefore 
I 

I I 
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have certain limitations and do not think employers should do more to accommodate employees 
, , , 

with visual impairment as this would make them a burden, and they need not be a burden. He 
, 

say~ he dob not want to be a burden. 
, I' 

He feels that his co-workers and management support him adequately. He has also been trained 

sufficiently to help him overcome his challenge at work. He says the only adjustment made for 

him at work was an accommodating attitude. The biggest problem he had to cope with at work 

was sighted people's resistance to the idea that his abilities were intact. 

As to <;:2, he has ~motionally accepted his impairment and does not see it to be pessimist for life. 

"'·1 

He says one will always need new skills, and cannot ever adapt completely. He is doing the job 

he wailts tb. He got the job because of his proven track record from his previous sighted life. Old 

, " 

acquaintances had faith in him and gave him a chance, and he believes he is good at his job, He 

believels Persons with visual impairment can do anything they set in their mind. He had to adapt to 

1'" • 

the fact that people think he is useless because he is visually impaired. He thinks Persons with 

v isu~l (n~pairment ~e' not seen as equal. He had to adapt to new technology, learning how to fmd 

things~irplaces, and how to move in the available space. 

He thinks it is' gener~lly difficult for Persons with visual impairment to adapt in the workplace. 

For hil~ it was ~asy as he could carryon in his career. But he believes Persons with visual 

impairin~~t can r~de~elop in new directions if the barriers they encow1ter at work are removed. 

4.4.C~§E STuJV 3(C3) 
I '. 

C3 is :'a 38-year~ old woman, who has diabetics, which has caused her sight to deteriorate 

cons;d~r~bly over the last ten years. She is one of the few individuals who established Addis Hiwot , 
, , 

, • r :·1 • 

Center 'fbr the blind. She had been working in water resource development organization for more 

than te'ri lye~s and has been moved from the organization due change in regime. Bitterness was the 
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have certain limitations and do not think employers should do more to accommodate employees 
, , , 

with visual impairment as this would make them a burden, and they need not be a burden. He 
, 

say~ he dob not want to be a burden. 
, I' 

He feels that his co-workers and management support him adequately. He has also been trained 

sufficiently to help him overcome his challenge at work. He says the only adjustment made for 

him at work was an accommodating attitude. The biggest problem he had to cope with at work 

was sighted people's resistance to the idea that his abilities were intact. 

As to <;:2, he has ~motionally accepted his impairment and does not see it to be pessimist for life. 

"'·1 

He says one will always need new skills, and cannot ever adapt completely. He is doing the job 

he wailts tb. He got the job because of his proven track record from his previous sighted life. Old 

, " 

acquaintances had faith in him and gave him a chance, and he believes he is good at his job, He 

believels Persons with visual impairment can do anything they set in their mind. He had to adapt to 

1'" • 

the fact that people think he is useless because he is visually impaired. He thinks Persons with 
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predominant feeling that she experienced, as she could not do the things other people take for 

granted. The loss of independence and not being able to control her own transport bothered her 

most. 

Depression led to passiveness and that led to withdrawal. The last ten years were the worst, and 

things have been getting even worse all the time. She can no longer walk without a cane. Even 

going down stairs is difficult for her. 

Nevertheless she says she has been growing more confident. She says she has been going through 

this process for some time and is still adapting. Recognizing people becomes more and more 

difficult. She feels uneasy for not greeting acquaintances and friends. When it becomes obvious that 

she cannot ~ee them, and they realize she has a problem, it gets better though. 

C3 bel ieves there is always a way to deal with problems and restrictions. She does not feel 

inadequate; she does not even feel impaired, it is not holding her back. If she compares being 

Persons ~iih' ~isual impairment to other diseases, it seems like a small problem to her. She says she 

i's accustomed to her impairment and copes well at work. Her husband drives her around, so she has 

actess for tr~sporta:tion. 

Being able to walk alone with her cane gives her a lot of independence. She admits she avoids 

.. I • 

strange sitW'ltions or she takes someone with her. Even at the darkest times, she never felt she had 

lost control of her life. However, she is still suffering from depression. She also says she has a full 

life, full or"lneaningful ~~tivities, including playing some games and spending time with her family. 

C3 uses various types of teclmology or equipment aid at work. The tape recorder is the mosl 

important Jd cheapest : aid at her disposal. It plays the biggest role in overcoming her problems. 

Books are also available on tape for her. Her assistant reads her a good deal of documents and 

I . " 
correspondence to tape 'for her. She also has other people who read her if she needs them to, for 
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example her husband. 

The newest technology that she uses is Braille and Speak, which writes Braille for her. Type and 

Speak, which she recently acquired has an ordinary keyboard and is portable. She can type, 

accurately although not fast. She can Iype whilst on the telephone. Later she can retrieve those 

notes and infonnation, by having the computer speak them back to her. 

JA WS is anothcr computer programme C3 uses \0 assist her at work. It works on a nonnal PC, and 

uses windows, reading all the text on the screen to Ihe user. The programme helps to make her more 

inde.pendent. Finally, she has a little note taker, which looks like a calculator, and takes messages. 

According to C3, the fact thut people arc inclined to think shc cannot do things, has a positive 

and negative side. On the one hand they are always willing to help, and yet on the other hand 

many people are unwilling to give her work 

Technology has however given her independence that she recognizes as enriching her own level 

of satisfaction. Technology has probably increased her employment options, but she would prefer 

to remain \vbrking for herself. She also thinks jobs are hard to find. 

Although ' sl;~ says she is still learning, she thinks teclmology will allow her to completc a wider 

variety of tasks successfully. Technology will also eventually increase the quality of hcr working 

life, like whe~ she can do things fo r hersclfand knows she has done them right. Computers can also 

, 
be a negative influence as, according to her, a person can become "stuck on" them, and end up 

being tired by thein. 

, , 
She has no problems \\~th her colleagues at work place. Her colleagues are not told beforehand 

about hef visual impairment. She only tells them when they actutilly arrive at her office, as she 

docs ~hderstand much about the situation of visual impaired people. She then usually asks them 

to re~d'the documents to her themselves to show that she has confidence over them. 
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On the whole she mentions that she usually receives positive reactions from her colleagues who 

can see. Initially they seem to think less of her, but as she takes control of the situation, their 

confidence grows. She says a display of knowledge about the law helps her colleagues believe in 

her. 

She says it is difficult to see if they pity her, but if they patronize her, or condescend to her, she 

amends them quickly. She trics not to be over sensitive, but docs not hesitate to request 

colleagues not to talk to her in an inappropriate manner. She says that ir their reaction is stronger 

than she is able to cope with, she must accept it and let them go as if nothing happens. 

She admits there is a lot of ignonmee about the visual impairment. People are inclined to think 

they are helpless. At the same time although people don't understand the problems she races, 

they don't acknowledge them. Shc does not really think she has 10 work harder to prove herselr. 

Shc says it is. however, vital thut she be persistent and keeps trying until shc succeeds, She 

bel ieves people; do'expect her to follow sighted people's rules. That's why she created a niche 

for herse/rwherc she can follow her own rules. 

C3 is 'u!ware or 'the country's legislation regarding people with impaimlent .She thinks, as jobs 

are scarce; it is difficult to get an equal employment opportunity. Propcr equipment and 

technology help, but the lack of these things put the Persons with visual impairment at a 

substantial disadvantage in the workplace. She also thinks that people won't assist their visuall y 

" 

impaired colleagues enough, a.c; they are not used to helping others, 

As tin as 'training goes, she has trained herself to lise the necessary tcchnological aids, In this 

regard: ' C'3 gives her witness the contribution of Addis Hiwot center for the blind to be of 

tremendous. Shc says this can be difficult as it takes time and can bc expensive if such centers 

arc not locally available. According to C3, adapting to her impairment is a lifelong task, which is 
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ongoing. The last year was bad, and she expects it wil! take her a few more years to adapt enough. 

She still needs to lealn to walk more regularly with her cane. Unti l now she has been trying to walk 

without the cane, to do it her "own way". She acknowledges that she wi ll eventually have to do it 

thc "blind way". She says she is doing a challenging job that she likes and studied 10 do. She might 

have liked to try something different, but now she must stay with this career. 

Finally. she says, as a person with an impainnent it might even be belter for her 10 have a job with 

Icss stress, and therefore less challenge. This indic.'\tes thaI works are not limited with impainnenl 

they have, instead the petfonnance they show in the area. 

4.5. CASE STUDY 4, (C4) 

C4 Jas bo~ and grown up in Gojjam, Motta town .She is a 28- years -old woman who staned 

losing her sight al age of23. She suffered from Brain Tumor and a rore eye disease, which caused 

her retina in her right eye to detach. She has reduccd sight in her left eye, and apart from only being 

able to see from a very short distance, she runs the risk of her left eye's retina becoming detached 

due to her disease too. 

Currently she is a second year scudctll at Rift Valley College. She used to work as a secretary at a 

private organization in Addis Ababa. but after losing her sight she left at her own personal will due 

to her illness. BlIt now she got returned to her previous organization. She spent 7 months at home in 

bed having Ito lie on her stomach due 10 the operations she had to undergo on her eyes. This was the 

hardest ' tin{e for her, as she could do little, and worried about losing her job. She felt isolated, 

-I 
depressed ana scared. She then tried 10 go back to nursing but within 2 days she knew she could no 

longer functioning effectively as a secretary. 

According to C4, as soon as she started to take uction, she started 10 feel better and in control of her 

life. Training, run by the Addis Hiwot Center for the Blind, gave her a kick-start of helping her to 
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prepare herself for the challenges she had to face. 

As time went on, she fmmd out it was not so bad to be visually impaired. There were people and 

technological aids to help her. 

! 
She accommodated herself to new restrictions, although she felt the hardest part to bear was not 

being able to be visual fUlymore. She also misses the simple things one takes for granted, like 

slmseis 'and being able to see the products on the shelves when she goes shopping. She says those 
I 

small things in life now have more value for her now. Due to tlus loss, she does not always fee l 

comfortable. 

C4 says ' she has a lot of independence, as she is able to catch the bus to school and use 

technbl~gy to help her with her daily tasks. She also has enough meaningful activity in her life. 

She I; ' s~tdying a secretary science in the diploma progran1me at the Rift Valley Private College. 

She ~k~~' ~arious te~hhological aids, such as laptop computer, the JAWS, and ilie Brai lle for her 

daili r6~hne, or si{e asks for help without any shame if any for what the products are on ilie shelf 
. , . , ', ,"It 

in a ·supermarket. On her computers, at home and at work, she uses Word and Excel and the 

I -. r; , . . 
Internet, ,and uses the JAWS for her readings. She says she has found computers to be friendly 

with 'P~rJ~~s with visual impairment, helping her a great deal with her studies 

She ag~ee;s with the ' idea iliat people tend to think one no longer needs help once one has 

I" IT ..... 
techn610g;ical aids. Fortunately, her families and friends help and support her a lot. Technology 

: ! '; 

has iric;r6'~sed her ~mployment options, as she can accomplish a wider range of tasks. It also 
: I : " , , 

increases ilie quality of her working life. 
, I 

At ~qrk,' she aa~pted her working environment to suit her better. The height of the computer 

was ~djJ~ted and ~;de mobile. An extra light was put in to assist her in making the most of her 
I . . 

rel11~inin~ ~ision. She says her employer has been very good to her, making a big effort to help her 
'. t . 
. ",:;~, . 
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with the situation to her workstation. 

All her co- workers were empathctic and supportive when she returned to work. They have a 

positive altitude towards her impainnent. She says they are more inclined to joke aoout her 

impainnem than be sorry for her. Her co-workers asked many qucslions about the things they 

wanted to know. She thinks, it helped a lot that her co-workcrs were young people. 

One orthe biggest problems she experienced was that she appears to look past people even when 

she feels she is looking directly at them. She says she finds it hard to tell people that she is 

actually looking at them and therefore talking to them and feels that she has to work harder to 

improv~ ' hcrself, ~ she is afraid that people will think she is taking chances and relying on her 

impairment to pull hcr through. This, she says, also applies to her studies. 

Her co-workers therelore see her as both motivated and well adjusted. She says she is 

furthernlOre not expected to cope according to sighted people's rul es. Her management is very 
, 

supportive, and has been throughout the whole process. She was given time ofT for her 

oper~tions and still taking her salary, and was given a whole new leave cycle when she returned 

to work. 

She is aware or the country's law regarding disabled people. She says she's not surc about 

I 
whether {hey get equal employment opportunities, as she has not needed to look tor a job. She 

would say that any job that involved sitting behind a computer should suit for Persons with 

visual imp~'irment just tine_ It is walking around which would pose a problem. 

Addis Hi\vot Center ror the Blind provides various trainings like: Rehabilitation, Typing, Braille, 

Computcr Introduction, Telephonic and Visual Basic courses, which her ccnter arranges for the 

Persons wilh visual impl.lirmenl, she has been adequately trained to overcome her, the challenges 

at work . 
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She also says she experiences job satisfaction. She has a good deal of autonomy as she is allowed 

to do her own thing and arrange her job as it suits her best. She has thus been able to put new ideas 

into operation. She figured the telephone management system out on her own and computerized 

the codes and speed dials herself. 

C4 says it took her a year to adapt completely. She had to accept that she could no longer be a 

secretary, could no longer struggle to talk to people. She has to walk against the wall and had to 

change her job. She says that she is doing the job she wants to do now. It will probably not be for 

life, and when she finishes studying, she' ll move on to new things. 

At last: ~he bel'i~ves tl~ai as some doors close to one, others open. She says there are many other 

. . ': .. ' , 
things one can do with his life. All you need is support. 

4.6. COKtPARISIONS OF CASES 

4.6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Similarities and differences were identified between the case studies, based on the issues identified 

in the 'interviews. Comparisons were then drawn between those interviewed. 

4.6.1.1. Similarities between case studies 

4.6.1.2: Emotional Ad~ptation 

All the ~ourPersons v:,ith visual impairment involved in the case study received rehabilitative 

training, itnd as a result appeared to cope and adjust in a more positive and motivated maImer. In 

some cas~s Persons with visual impairment should train themselves, and consequently seemed to 

struggle considerably more to adjust and move forward. Furthermore, all the four Persons with 

visu~lr ;ri:lpai rment said that they had more independence now, as they had all lost some or all of 

:heir independence when they lost tlleir sight. Technology, however, played a large role in their 
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regaining independence. 

All participants Jeellike they face some sort of barriers at work that make coping harder. They feel 

that management and the uncaring attitude and ignorance it displays, plays a large role in holding 

them back. 

The four Persons with visual impairment all felt a variety of basically similar emotions. Isolation, 

hopelessness and depression characterized their experience of becoming visually impaired. 

Some felt the need to pretend they were coping better than they were. Some felt frustration, fear 

and bitterness, along with a loss of control. Moreover, almost all of them began to feel stronger 

, , . 
and more confident, if not fully adapted, within a year of their seriously starting to lose their 

. . 
srght. One can also see the idea that one continues to adapt coming through in their stories. 

Ehch of the participants accommodated himlherself to the restrictions accompanying becoming 

visually iinpaired. CI, althoug.h he uccommodated himself to his restrictions, still struggles as he 

feels management should make more of an effort to accommodate him. C2's accommodation 

was qui~K as he took an assertive and independent course. This is perhaps what is missing in 

CI's view of his situation. He, by comparison, seems inclined to feel sorry for him. 

[n a different way, each of the participants feels he or she hilS control over his or her life. CI 

fecls technology helped him regain some control, although in as far as the other elements of his 

. , 
nfc go he does not feel he has control. While C2 and C3 feel they never lost control, C4 says 

, . 
thm' taking' action, and not being p!.!ssive helped her rcgain control of her lite. One can 

, 
furthennore sec that in 1111 the case studies the participant is coping with the emotional demands 

. ,. r .• 

of his or her job. 

Ahhough' most of those interviewed expressed that they had experienced loss in some way, C4 

,. " .' . 
and C2"were the ones to point out that new doors have opened to them that may not have, ifJife 
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had not taken this turn. Each of them feels they have some kind of meaningful activity in their 

life. C3, said her life is full of meaningful activity.C2 pointed out that balance and growth in life are 

important. 

I 

C2, C3 and C4 (those with training, support and challenging jobs) experience job satisfaction. C3 
, 

likes her job as it is challenging, and it helps that she is using what she studied. For C4, the 

autonomy that Addis Hiwot center for the blind gives her, along with the training she received and 

can use, provide her with job satisfaction. Cl and C2 are both too demotivated to experience job 

satisfaction as a result of their management's lack of support. 

'I ... . , 
4.6.1.2 ReaCtions of others 

.. I· . . ' 
The paitlcipants experienced their co-workers reactions to their being visually impaired in different 

ways; but on the whole their experiences were positive. Clfeels embarrassed and believes his co-

workers think he i ~ ' in~apable.C3, on the other hand, said that although her colleagues are often 
, 

surpris~d and perhaps s1ightly negative at first, they generally end up with a positive attitude when 

' ." ,. 

they see she is capable. 

OnlyCi a~d C2 think people express pity and embarrassment towards them. At the same time all of 

the paili6ip~ts, with the exception of C4, thought some people sometimes acted inappropri~telY 

towards them. On the other hand, all of the four participants experience the feeling that people are , 

ignoraili abo~t the Visual impairment and their experiences and capabilities. Only C3 and C4 think 

people ackrio~ledg~ their problems, yet only C I and C4 feel they have to work harder to prove 

, 1 ,' • 

themselves. . 

Likely :almost all of them feel they are expected to cope accordingly to sighted people's rules. C4 

h~~ r~~~ived 'a great 'deal of support from her families , her friends and her employer, and they 

have assisted lier a lot with all her problems, including those not related to work. She 
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: I 
understim9ably does not feel pressured to cope with sighted people 's rules. C2 however does not 

think he should be accommodated by sighted people. He stubbornly says that although his ., . 
, I 

employer would assist him with his personal problems and issues, he prefers them not to help 

him, as he does not want to be a burden. 

C2, although he is not keen to recognize them, admits there are social barriers in his path. C I 

feels that 'mltnagement is his major balTiers, and feels inclined to suspect hisco-workers and the 

public of pitying him.C~ thinks that his clients can be construed as a social banier.C4 does not 

see herself as confronting any social barriers, as she rcceives so much SUppOlT. 

. r'" ,'. .. 
4.6.1.3: Technological and other Aids, and the Environment 

Tec1m010gical ~aid~ and equipment have been used in some fOlTl1 by all of the participants with 

visual impairment, to help them cope with their environment, and their life.Four of the positive 

conseqherices oi technology in their lives seem, predominantly to be an increase in their 

indepeiidence, dignity and control over their lives. They are al so more functional at work. All the 
I 

four p~rti~i~ant~ 'feit that their employment options had been increased by using technology. They 

furthelTl1ore' feel they are able to accomplish a wider range of tasks and that technology increases the 

quality :oflhbir w~rk.ing life. Despite this, C3 prefers to work for herself, and C l feels his present 
,. , 

managers \~ould need to change their attitude, if they were to offer someone like him an equal 

"'I " I 

opportunity il!work. 

Those int~r;iew~d all have access to computers, and are segregated only in terms of their having 

specialized software on their computers. Socially some of them have separated themselves by 
, , 

movirig their desks away from co-workers. With the exception of C2, who feels it to be 

unne6bssary, each of the participants has adjusted his or her environment to suit him or her better. 

... 
The physical barriers that the case studies demonstrate include open plan environments that make 

. , 
.' 

., r: : 
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I, i 

movement difficult an'd people walking around, who need to be avoided - as C4 does by hugging 

the wall when she walks, C2 uses a cane that helps him to negotiate his environment. C3 struggles 
, 

to find h~r: way around, and is still learning to be independent with only a cane to aid her. She finds 
, 

it particularly difficult in the office if someone leaves something where it is not supposed to be. 

4.6.1.4. Iregislation 

Although the participants are aware of the country's legislation regarding disabled people, 
! 
, , 

including those who are visually impaired, they do not think there are equal job opportunities for 

persons with visual impairment. C3 notes that jobs are already scarce without employers having 

to ddal" With' th~ ~cc~mmodations that need to be made for the visually impaired. C I does not 

thinit e
inipi6yers realiie that affirmative action is actively supposed to include the visually 

i'mpairdl As C4 has not had to look for a new job, but has remained with the same organization, 

she is ~o~ ;ure if there ~ould beequal opportunities for her out there. 
I 
I 

4:6.1.5: Training and Support 
, i 
· , 

All of tlj.e participants feel they have received adequate support from co-workers and Addis 

Hiwot :4nter. CI': ho~ever, questions management's level of support C2 and C4 received 
, 

trainin~ :~hichinfluented their lives in a tremendously positive way, whereas CI, and C4 
, . 

basically'had to 'tr~in themselves to use their technology. · ; . ! ! 

4.6.1.6: Adaptation 

"":Il the 'p~.rticipa~i~ adapted to their impairment. They all believe persons with visual impairment 
, i 

~~n dd~~t to ' their new lifestyle. C I says that it took him short time to adapt to the working 
; 

e~v;ron~en;: C4' says it took her one-year to adapt; and both C2 and C3 said it was a lifelong 
, , 

proces;,~s ohe cannot ever adapt completely. 

: i 
· ~ " . 
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4.6.1. 7. Some differences between the case studies 

the four participants have different working environments and even lives, Only C2and C4 
: I 

appear~ tq be doing more than just making the best of a bad situation. C3 is doing what she wants , ' 

to do, and OJ says it's what he "wants to do now" while he studies to move on, 
, , 

C4 and C2, who w1derwent the rehabilitation, seem to be more positive than the others, They are 

positive about the new directions life can offer them, Although each of them experienced a different 

group of emotions, the,experiences were similar. Despite this some of them are more motivated than 

others, C2 and C4 are for example more motivated, while C3 is coping, and C I is demotivated 

about life !md his opportunities, 

While' C I and C4 felt they had to work harder to prove themselves, C2 and C3 merely felt had to 

persist 'w1til they succeeded. C4's employer is very suppoltive about her private problems and 

" 

assisting her. C 1 feel s his employer pays no attention to his non-work related problems, C2, not 

wanti~g to be a burden under any circumstances, does not want assistance with hi s personal, or any 

other problems, 

Tl;e participant's opinions about whether people withhold their help once the visually impaired had 

adaptive 'teclmology at hislher disposal, is inconsistent. Only C1 and C4 seemed to thin.1c this is the 

I I" ' 
case, ' 

, 
The few comments' made about the negative impact of teclmology in the lives of the visually 

.. 
impaired include, according to C2, the fact that it is cumbersome, expensive and not always easily 

accessible, C3 thinks 'pgople can become overly involved in the technology and C4 says people are 

ignorant of the benefits of technology. 

Various things ar'e thought by the participants to put them at a substantial disadvantage within the 
" , 

workplace, C2 thinks there are many things visually impaired cannot do. A lack of the necessary 
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techrlology and equipment will, according to C3, make it hard for persons with visual impairment 

! 

to accomplis/1 the necessary tasks. Having to move around and not being able to sit in one place at 

your computer is what C4 sees as a problem. 

The following are seen as the most serious problems to be faced at work: C I thinks that lack of 

communication is a problem as management appears not to have time to speak to him, C2 sees 

sighted people' s resistance to the idea that his abilities are intact as the biggest problem he 

encounters, C3 believes ignorance to be the most prominent problem she faces at work, C4' s 

appearing to look past people makes life at work hard for her and lack of opportunities to move 

. r -, " -.~., 

upwards in his organization, and his resultant negative attitude are the issues that bother him most at 

work. 

,. ., 

: 'j~ , 

I ',',' ., 
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Chapter Five 

Discussion 

I. Persons with visual impairment do adapt to the work environment. 

All four of the participants in this study have adapted to their work environments. It has taken them 

different lengths of time and amounts of effort to adapt, and the process is not necessarily complete. 

Yet they all agree that it is possible for them to adapt to the work envirorunent. 

ll. Persons with visual impairment must make certain adaptations to cope at 

work lmder their new circumstances. 

They have to make diverse kinds of adaptations, from accepting that they can no longer do the job 

they want to and have been doing, to learning to use new adaptive technology, to learning to move 

around' and to find things, adjusting to people thinking they are stupid just because they carmot see, 

- .: 

learning to talk to people despite their own embarrassment of their situation, or the sighted person 's 

inappropriate response towards them. 

lll. Adaptive Technology and Equipment, Training and Support are necessary 

and helpful to Persons with visual impainnent in the workplace. 

Persons with visual impainnent carmot function effectively in the work environment without the 

right t~Slinology cir equipment that reduces or eliminates the obstacles they face at work. They need 

trai~g to 'be able to use that technology effectively, and support from both management and co-

workers to give them the knowledge that someone will help them if necessruy, and also give them 

oppoh8nilies to improve upon what they are busy with at the moment. 

, I' "j" • 

To illustrate' these needs ru1d the probable results if they are met, one must ask what all the 

participants have in common. C2 and C4 both received rehabilitative training and as a result, have 
f 

positive outlooks on their careers and the opportunities life offers them. They plan to move on and 
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achieve something with their lives; they look ahead and takc on new activities, and believe it is 

possible to make something more of themselves. 

C I fee ls he lacks opportunities for growth, challenge and upward movement at work. He has not 

received much training 10 use technology or equipment thai will assist him to move on at work, or 

even any form of rehabililHtive training about coping as a Person with visual impairment. He has 

also not experienced active support at work from management and consequently is demOlivated and 

has negative altitudes. 

IV. Some of the panicipants with visual impaimlent are doing jobs they want 

to do. and some are not. 

Nowadays the person with visual impairment can do most jobs with the right training, equipment, 

technology and support. Education, the organization's attitude, the person with visual impairments 

Attitude and the track. record of the person with visual impairment also affect whether or not they 

are doing the job they want 10 or not. 

v. Some person with visual impaimlent fcel normal and have always felt 

nonnal; others need physical and social barriers removed, to feel normal; 

and yet others would feel normal if they could have those things they took 

for granted before, back. 

Participants sllch as Cl and C2 both think person with visual impaimlent would feci more nonnal if 

physical and social barriers were removed. C4 specifically notes thaI she would feel more nonnal if 

she could still see and appreciate the things other people elUl. 

Ignorance is seen as n major issue since sighted people react negatively or inllpproprimely towards 

person with visual impainnenl. This is due to mispereeptions about person with visual impainnem 

people's capabilities and a luck of knowledge about their potential if they have the necessary 
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technology, training and support. 

Persons with visual impairment attitude seem to depend largely on what form their rehabilitation 

takes. Those that receive training and support are positive about life and their prospects. Other 

people pick up on this positive attitude and seem therefore to treat them positively too. 

vi. The positive reaction of colleagues, clients and managers depends on two 

things: their knowledge of visual impairment the person with visual 

impairment attitude to life and his/her impairment. 

VII. Most people with visual impairment need and can find some form of 

meaningful activity in their lives. 

The participants mentioned various aspects regarding their present life that gave them the feeling 

that they have meaning in their life. 

The opportunity to study, job satisfaction, and spending time with their families and colleagues 

are some examples of the activities that they feel give their lives meaning. 

» A chance to prove themselves and opportunities to encounter new experiences. 

1. The understanding and knowledge of others regarding Visual Impairment, i.e. sighted 

people's awareness of the issues in person with visual impairments lives and their 

capabilities. 

11. A positive attitude about their life and opportunities, due often to training and 

appropriate support. Supportive employers and co-workers in the work environment. 

111. Adaptive Technology that the person with visual impairment has been trained to use 

optimally. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6. \. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the fll1dings of the research, the following conclusions were drawn . 

• :. There are various similarities between the experiences described in the four case studies . 

• :. FUl1hermore, there were experiences that differed from those of the other participants with 

visual impainnent interviewed, during the search for appropriate candidates . 

• :. If one then looks at the similarities, one sees a number of possible issues that the m~ority of 

participants with visual impairment might experience in some way or other. 

.:. The issues that were not necessarily the sanle between the participants could be things some 

participants with visual impainnent experience . 

• :. Having explored how those becoming visual impaired adapt to their work environment in 

regru'd to various issues, such as their emotional reactions to events they experience, the 

technology they use to function more efficiently, the training they receive to be able to 

adequately use the adaptive technology at their disposal, the support tlley receive from co

workers and management, their co-workers reactions to their impairment and their 

knowledge and belief in the legislation relevant to the persons with visual impairment. 

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

From the discussions of the findings of the current study, the following recommendations have been 

made: 

.:. Employers should become knowledgeable about the potential of persons with visual 

impail111ent, rights, needs and abilities, and the benefit of tlle right kind of training. In this 

way they can include these diverse members of society in their organizations and benefit far 
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